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Clever are the people who can see beyond the scheme of the torturers of mankind...Such as people here.

Due to a forum member's post I'd like to write simply put how this goes as well as adding some points:

- **Capitalism** -> Jews amass the wealth through usury, and banking interest. This is based on 'progress' therefore the Goyim are given some borrowed wealth that belongs to the bank (to develop it) for the later stages. They also develop slaves (goyim births), real estate, businesses, and so forth. If the jews find opposition by Goyim, they use the inner state mechanisms of capitalism to topple them, such as debt, war on their business, mass taxation for the middle class etc. However this cannot always completely work, but the recurring process that will be explained lower guarantees that this finally does.

This is what is necessary for the 'traders class' to appear, which as Rabbi Marx explains, grows over history to compete with the aristocracy of the Goyim nations, because due to international trading, and trans-national deals, it can create as much interest as it wants thanks to demand. These are the first 'globalists' and as thus is the reason many "Capitalists" call for a drawing down of financial borders… Ie, Financial Globalization.

*The dream of any Capitalist, is the dream of every Communist.* The Capitalist envisions an endless, global market for financial exploitation without borders, the Communist goes one step after this, where money doesn't matter and when the jews are in the top governing straight, in a world without borders. Both envision total power, but the Capitalist is blinded by the idea of his own power increasing, while the communist also thinks of the same, unless they are low level slaves who actually believe in the pipedream of "communism". This is what motivates him to work for this agenda to bring about financial globalism. Which is a perfect state of interdependency of all the Goyim in the world to rule on them forever and completely.

- **Socialism** -> They promise they will share some wealth because Capitalism and its built-in debt system bows down most people of a nation, or a state receives endless loans to cover this expense. This leaves a state bleeding dry, and during this phase, the jews amass and hold most of this wealth, which they amass
through using a state as proxy to borrow innumerable amounts of money. They take this money for themselves by thievery in politics.

Tax crackdown happens on the pretext of 'sharing wealth' with those who are 'less fortunate'. The crackdown mostly happens on rich Goyim who could pose a threat to the rich jews. As such this class is eliminated or weakened.

This process repeats until the jews own everything in a nation and a huge gap of poor people are created, swamped in the bottom, while any ruling class is powerless to react, and neither it would want to, as it wants to hold on its wealth given the coming impending disasters.

-After Socialism -> The above fails as the jews never leave their money, debts cannot be re-paid as they are unrealistic, so socialism only ruins financially the lower classes of the Goyim. (See Brazil)

-Post Socialism -> 1a. Either they return to a wrenched version of Capitalism so they dry the last goyim out of the last buck to repeat the above, until the Goyim are completely plundered and frail enough to resist, while you inflate communism as a solution. (See Greece) 2b. Either they push the march to Communism to create regimes such as Castro's Cuba which is pure Communism.

-Communism -> All wealth is stolen from the Goyim as owner rights are completely abolished. What was developed in Capitalism such as houses and anything the goyim possess is plundered. Now there is no further needs for lying and subterfuge from the jews, as they are on all ruling positions in the industry and elsewhere, and therefore straight up jump ship in the Government, own the state, and everything in the state. All power is given to the racial elite of the jews at the top, and they completely destroy the native population, turning them like ants only to serve the jewish interest. (See USSR, 90% jewish and 10% crypto).

This process continues until global world, communist style takeover. Some countries remain 'capitalistic' so the financial system which has the jews at the top reigns supreme. The pillaged and stolen wealth and power of jews is still reflected in part of the world due to the financial system, to another part, it's just power beyond any money or financial concern.

When jews become omnipotent enough, needless of the ‘translation’ of power into any terms, they do the "Global March" and take over the whole planet. The meme of opposition of the above ideologies keeps the jews in power and in the ability to change any to cause any needed social effect, all in accordance to their greater master plan.
This is why you see Soros the "leftist" and the "Hardcore conservatives" all having the same nose. And all giving phone calls to the save Rabbis in Israel for commands. Because this is the Jewish Financial Cycle... For world domination over the Goyim.
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